Audi 80 b3

The Audi 80 is a compact executive car produced by the Audi subdivision of the Volkswagen
Group across four generations from to It shared its platform with the Volkswagen Passat from
to and was available as a saloon , and station wagon â€” the latter marketed by Audi as the
Avant. The Audi 90 was an upmarket version of the Audi 80, although all North American sedans
of the B4 generation were called Audi Under Audi's platform numbering convention, the 80 is
classified as a member of the B-series or B platform family of vehicles, with the four
generations of 80 being numbered as B1, B2, B3 and B4; its replacement â€” the Audi A4 â€”
continues this sequence with platform numbers B5 through to B9. Originally this numbering
convention ran concurrently with that of the Volkswagen Passat , the first generation of which
was essentially a badge engineered clone of the Audi This link was severed in when the Passat
moved to a non-related, transverse-engined, VW-specific platform for its unrelated B3 and B4
versions. The Passat was based again on the Audi A4 B5 or "8D" platform for its B5 generation,
and returned to a transverse engine for the B6 and later generations. The Audi F series, based
on the DKW F but with an all-new range of four-stroke engines developed in conjunction with
Daimler-Benz , was sold between and It comprised several models named for their horsepower
ratings. From to this series included an Audi 80 , and there were also Audi 60 , 72 , 75 , and
Super 90 models available over the years. It effectively took the place of several models that
Audi had discontinued the F series, which included the first model designated as an "Audi 80" ,
and provided the company with a viable rival to the Opel Ascona and the Ford Taunus Ford
Cortina in the UK , as well as more upmarket offerings including the Alfa Romeo Alfetta and
Triumph Dolomite. The B1 was a clean break from the Auto Union era, being equipped with. The
internal combustion engines were available in various rated power outputs. For the 1. The 1.
The Audi 80 had a MacPherson strut front suspension, and a C-section beam rear axle located
by trailing arms and a Panhard rod , and using coil springs and telescopic dampers. Audi's
design and development efforts paid off during the European Car of the Year competition where
the 80 won ahead of the Renault 5 and the Alfa Romeo Alfetta. A facelift in autumn brought
about a revised front end in the style of the newly introduced Audi C2 with square instead of
round headlights , 1. This version, first seen in mid, appeared in the United States, South Africa,
and several other markets. The Fox originally had a 1. Subsequent versions came with 1.
Four-speed manuals or three-speed automatics were on offer, in all three bodystyles. There was
also a sporting GTi package on offer in later years. Audi presented a redesigned 80 based on
the B2 platform Typ 81 in September and deliveries of the four-door sedan began a few weeks
later in Europe. Deliveries of the fuel injected GLE and two door bodied cars began early in Audi
continued to use the 80 nameplate in Europe, but badged their Typ 81 as the Audi in North
America. The body of the B2 Audi 80 was designed by Giorgetto Giugiaro. No Avant variant was
available, as the Volkswagen Passat filled that role, as the B2 was intended to move the 80
upmarket from the mid-sized family segment to a compact executive model pitched to rival the
BMW 3 Series. The B2 also acted in a de facto sense, as a replacement for the ill-fated NSU Ro
80 which ceased production the year before, since Audi dropped the NSU brand completely
following that car's demise. The corresponding B2 version of the Passat appeared two years
later, and although the two cars shared the same platform and running gear as before, the
Passat had a much stronger visual identity distinct from its Audi 80 sister in comparison with
the B1. The 80 first became available with four-wheel drive in The model was essentially an
Ur-Quattro without the turbocharger and with saloon bodywork. There was also a "quattro"
script on the bootlid and a twin exhaust. The luggage compartment was marginally smaller
mostly in height , which meant only a temporary spare tire could be fitted. The 2. European
models had two headlamp casings, while North American models generally had quad
headlamps. It came with quattro-style Ronal alloys, rubber rear spoiler, deep chin spoiler,
striped charcoal Recaro interior, and optional body graphics including full-length "Audi Sport"
stripes. In the U. Mid, for the model year , Audi gave the B2 a subtle facelift with tail lights
resembling the ones of the Typ 44 Audi , and different front and rear bumpers and headlights
and an updated interior. In Europe, engines with catalytic converter emissions controls were
made available for the first time. Audi did not offer an automatic transmission, as the engine
could not quite cope. Nonetheless, more torque and the new gearbox translated into better
performance and improved gas mileage. Fitted with various sporty parts such as an oil pressure
gauge, sports interior, and alloy wheels, it was accompanied on the American market by the S.
This is a more pedestrian yet well-equipped four-door version with the same engine, originally
only coupled to a three-speed automatic. After a facelift it was sold in North America in S 1. It
came standard with a five-speed manual transmission, brown velour interior, and automatic
windows up front and manuals in the rear. The early Audi 's were very similar to the Audi 80
with the addition of US mandated crash safety bumpers and quad sealed beam headlights. The
mounting for the safety bumpers intruded into the luggage compartment floor, making for a

very irregularly shaped and less useful space. The only transmission available on the CS was a
five-speed close-ratio manual. In September , Audi released a new Typ 89 Audi 80 for the model
year on the European market and introduced it elsewhere within a year. It was based on a new
platform which broke the relationship between the 80 and the Volkswagen Passat, the
corresponding third generation of which used the transverse-engined Volkswagen B3 platform ,
whilst Audi stuck with the longitudinal front wheel drive layout for the B3-series Production
codes were Typ 89 from to , and Typ 8A from onwards in line with a restructuring of many VW
platform designations. It introduced a new aerodynamic look and a fully zinc coated galvanised
bodyshell. Unlike its predecessor, the B3 was marketed worldwide only as the Audi 80 or Audi
Initially, Audi transferred existing powertrain concepts to the new model although fuel injection
was now available for some engines. A range of new petrol and diesel inline four-cylinder
engines became available to European customers along with the procon-ten safety system
which became standard fitment from Procon-ten was a notable safety feature comprising a
series of hidden steel cables routed behind the gearbox, attached to the steering wheel and
front seatbelt inertia reels. In the event of a front impact, the engine and gearbox are forced
rearwards, pulling on these cables. This action simultaneously pulls the steering wheel into the
dashboard to prevent the driver colliding with it while tightening the front seatbelts. This
innovation was a precursor to the airbag, which became popular on mass produced cars during
the s after being patented by Mercedes-Benz in In , the Audi 90 was reintroduced as an
upmarket, more luxurious variant of the To begin with it would again feature a choice of valve
inline five-cylinder petrol engines, and could be specified with or without quattro. The 90 differs
visually to the 80 by a full width tail-light panel; headlights which featured additional high-beam
lights and a slightly different front grille. Indicator lamps were moved from beside the
headlights to the bumpers next to the fog lights, which were standard fitment on the Brightwork
surrounds for the windows, tops of the bumpers and side rubbing strips were also standard.
Interiors were upgraded over the 80 featuring velour seat coverings and a slightly more
generous level of equipment. The then range-topping 2. Switchable ABS was standard on
quattro versions. From to the Audi 90 offered the first valve engine from Audi since the
turbocharged engine used in the Audi Sport Quattro. This new 2. Externally, Sport versions of
the 90 were visually distinguished by the deletion of brightwork in favour of satin black window
surrounds, bumper cappings and thinner side mouldings. A raised aluminium boot spoiler,
lowered suspension and uprated brakes were fitted as standard, Speedline wheels were also
standard fitment in the UK. This version remained in production until , in parallel with the
succeeding B4 generation Audi A convertible was planned from the beginning but did not
appear until May as the Audi Cabriolet. This model remained in production until and was
optically aligned with the B4 Audi 80 from its introduction. Altogether, the Audi 80 came with the
following engine range, although not all of these were available in all markets:. It was marketed
in the "Grand Tourismo" GT style of a comfortable luxury car with sporting tendencies, as
opposed to a dedicated lightweight sports car. Notable differences include their standard
leather interiors with Zebrano wood trim, additional VDO gauges mounted in the bottom of the
centre console , a carbon fibre centre prop shaft, and push-button locking rear differential. The
Audi 80 B3 obtained a major facelift in the autumn of , although the UK launch was not until
early It was from then on known internally as the B4 or Typ 8C. Changes from the B3 included a
longer wheelbase , a fully redesigned fuel tank and rear axle to enable the use of folding seats,
15" wheels with more prominent wheel arches, redesigned and painted rear and front bumpers,
as well as higher-quality materials for the interior, and a larger boot. The front grille was merged
with the bonnet and given a bolder look. The Cabriolet Typ 8G had been introduced in May and
continued to be built long after the B4 had been replaced, receiving similar updates to the Audi
80 B4 and succeeding Audi A4. The B4 also marked the beginning of Audi's move into the
German luxury mid-sized vehicle segment, which until then was clearly dominated by
Mercedes-Benz and BMW. On the European market, and in Germany in particular, the B4 and its
variants were highly successful and popular. In Europe, the 90 designation for five-cylinder
models was dropped for this generation, and all saloons were badged as 80, regardless of
which engine they had. Audi of America went the opposite direction, and sold the saloon as the
B4s for the American market typically offered more luxury and style even in the standard
version, such as automatic transmission , cruise control , air conditioning and leather seats, all
of which were usually optional at additional cost on European models. Because the United
States does not recognise the international ECE Regulations on auto safety components and
constructions, but rather maintains its own Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards, the front of
the B4 had to be specially redesigned for vehicles sold in North America. The front and bumper
had to be designed to accommodate impact energy absorbers not required outside North
America. Instead of the dual-reflector headlamps, a single-reflector design was used inboard of

an amber combination turn signal , parking , and side marker lamp and reflector wrapping
around the corner, and fog lamps smaller than the rest-of-world items were placed the corners
of the bumper air duct. European market cars were now available with a selection of inline
four-cylinder engines, as well as the familiar in-line five , and two different new V6 engines 2.
The standard 1. Most petrol versions could be ordered with quattro permanent four-wheel-drive
; at the time, however, it could only be combined with a five-speed manual transmission.
Additionally, Audi built about units of the Quattro Competition for the German and European
market. On the outside, the Quattro Competition featured the same bumpers as the S2, V6
headlights, and a rear wing mounted on the bootlid. Together with the S2 and the RS2 Avant,
the Quattro Competition has become an increasingly rare and highly sought-after collector's
item. As of the model year, a limited edition model, known as Europa , was introduced on the
European market. It could be ordered both as a saloon and an Avant. It was factory-equipped
with power mirrors, alloy wheels , rear seat headrests, an airbag steering wheel, and offered a
choice between power sunroof or air conditioning. It came in five different special colours. For
"regular" B4 saloons and Avants, standard features as well as options available were stepped
up too, including an airbag steering wheel and redesigned door liners standard , and passenger
airbags and a built-in engine immobiliser optional. The series was effectively replaced by the
new Audi A4 in , a variant of the B5 Volkswagen Passat. By that time it was feeling very dated in
comparison with more modern rivals like the BMW E Production ceased at a time when prestige
European manufacturers were making the transition of older executive saloons to newer models
based on newer platforms in the compact executive car market. The B4 saloon was
discontinued at the end of the The Cabriolet , however, continued in production until August
The B4 platform saloon was replaced by the Audi A4 for the model year in North America ,
followed by a new A4 Avant later in - sold in right-hand drive for the UK market for the first time.
In , the S2 received some cosmetic updates, including new AVUS-style alloy wheels, ellipsoid
beam projector headlamps and clear front indicator lenses. This coincided with the introduction
of the five-door S2 Avant, along with a limited run of four-door S2 sedan models, of which were
produced. The S2 saloon and Avant feature a lot of similarities in the rear axle support system
to the later B5 A4 quattro. The B4 platform S2 Avant was also used between and as the basis for
Audi's RS2 Avant super-sports estate, which was modified for Audi with assistance from
Porsche. The Audi RS2 Avant is fitted with a similar 2. The Audi RS2 was generally only
available as an Avant, although four 4-door saloon models were officially produced by the
factory, including one for the chief of the RS2 development programme. Porsche modified the
Avant S2 body optics, added more power , better brakes , bigger anti-roll bars to front and rear,
fine tuned the interior â€” and a super-sports estate was born. Audi assigned its individual
models "Typ" codes, in addition to the primary Volkswagen Group B platform codes:. From
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allroad. Q3 8U. Q3 F3. Q5 FY. In September , Audi released a new Typ 89 Audi 80 for the model
year on the European market and introduced it elsewhere within a year. It was based on a new
platform which broke the relationship with the Volkswagen B-series platforms, not being the
same as the Passat's B3 platform. Although often called the B3 even among knowledgeable
Audi enthusiasts, the official and correct nomenclature was its production code Typ 89 from to ,
and Typ 8A from onwards. It introduced a new aerodynamic look and a fully galvanised
bodyshell. This was the first mid-sized car to feature a fully zinc-coated body, giving it longevity
and durability against corrosion perforation. This protective shield proved to be so effective that
Audi extended its corrosion perforation warranty from the originally offered ten years to twelve
years during early pre-production, the body was expected to be good for only eight years. Audi
still uses zinc galvanisation for all current steel-bodied models. Unlike its predecessor, the B3
was marketed worldwide only as the Audi 80 or Audi For the most part, Audi transferred
existing powertrain concepts to the new model, although fuel injection was now available for
some engines. A range of new petrol and diesel inline four-cylinder engines became available to
European customers along with the procon-ten safety system which became standard fitment
from In , the inline five-cylinder Audi 90 was reintroduced as an upmarket, more luxurious
variant of the The 90 differs visually by the full width tail-light panel; headlights which featured
additional high-beam lights and a slightly different front grille. The most obvious visual
difference between the 80 and 90 are the indicators, which are moved from beside the
headlights to the bumpers next to the fog lights, which were standard fitment on the From to the
90 also offered the first valve engine from Audi since the turbocharged engine used in the Audi
Sport Quattro. This engine produced PS kW; bhp and featured in the front wheel drive 20V, 20V
Sport and four-wheel drive 20V quattro derivatives. The non-quattro 20V models were kg lighter.
The United Kingdom and Europe had similar versions: the Volkswagen Group wanted to ensure
consistency across all markets, so the trim levels were similar. However, in North America, the
range was more limited: a choice of 2. It came with the PS 85 kW; bhp 2. Because of the heavy
re-engineering involved in the cabriolet version, this model was essentially carried on until the
year , long after the other B3 models had been replaced by B4 and even B5 vehicles. These cars
were considered to be in the "Grand Tourismo" GT style of a comfortable luxury car with
sporting tendencies, as opposed to a dedicated lightweight sports car. Notable differences
include their standard leather interiors with Zebrano wood trim, additional VDO gauges
mounted in the bottom of the centre console, a carbon fibre centre drive shaft, and push-button
locking rear differential. The final B3 80s and 90s were sold as models in North America; in
Europe, all B3s were discontinued at the end of the model year to give way to the B4 series; a
few Audi 90 Sport Quattro with the 2. Altogether, the Audi 80 came with the following engine
range, although not all of these were available outside Germany:. Toggle Navigation. Audi 80 B3
Third Generation. Categories Audi. Vehicles launched in Audi Gallery Gallery. Read more in this
section. Audi A2H2 prototype Read more Audi S4 1st Gen Audi TT mk 3 X Right Click No right
click. All logos and trademarks in this site are property of their respective owner s. You can
syndicate our news using the file backend. Theme by Nuken Modified by Audifans. This is free
software, and you may redistribute it under the GPL. PHP-Nuke comes with absolutely no
warranty, for details, see the license. View next topic View previous topic. Posted: Tue Feb 25,
am. So my Audi 80 B3 is being towed away tomorrow; I decided to make a guide on the
differences between the B4 and the B3 Audi 80's. The B4 is a 2. Do note these are the Australian
Versions of the cars, yours may be a bit different but not totally. To start with the rear tail lights
are slightly different on both, the indicators are more a reddy tinge then orange on the B4 and
they're a lighter more viabrant orange on the B3. B3: B4: Next is the exhaust I'm not sure if the 4
Cylinder B4 has a single exhaust or what but I know that between mine, the B3 has a single tip
and the B4 has a dual tip exhaust. B3: B4: The spoilers are different designs, if you look the
design of the B4's appears to be slightly thinner and is missing the middle supports and is
supported from the outside of the bootlid. I actually prefer the look of the B3's spoiler and may
one day get the B3's put on the B4. B3: B4: The front lights are setup differently, the indicators
are clear with orange bulbs on the B4 and orange with clear bulbs on the B4. I removed mine as
they kept falling off. E it's not flat as you can see. B3: B4: The Engines are vastly differing here
of course, but just some photos for interest between a V6 and a 4 Cylinder. I've seen under the

hood of someone else's B4 that was a 4 Cylinder and it looked similar to my B3's. The B4 has a
"strut brace" stock, whereas the B3 does not. B3: B4: The front wheel arches on the B4 are a lot
more flared then that on the B3, it gives it a more sporty look. The rear arches are a bit more
flared but not on the same level as the front arches. Both: Battery has moved as you can see,
it's easier to access in the B4 I think, at least easier to jump start The B4's photo isn't great but
you get the idea. Coolant overflow tank is a different position slightly and a different shape.
Again not sure if this is because of the two different engine types as my B4's coolant tank has
"V6" written on it. B3: B4: The fuel lines on the B3 are braided, whereas on the B4 they're not.
B3: The B4 has a driver airbag in the wheel, whereas the B3 has no airbags whatsoever. The
wheels are also slightly differing. I think this is meant to light up. The B4 is missing this, I
actually noticed this straight away oddly enough. B3: B4: The seats are a different shape, the
B3's aren't as wide as the B4's and I actually feel a lot more "in place" in the B3's seats, whereas
the B4's feel more comfortable they're newer too and less worn in though. B3: Unfortunately
lost this photo somewhere.. The B4 has a "Sport-mode" which drops back a gear usually and
sets the revs between 1, and 1, revs higher before a gear change, really good to overtake cars
with on single lane roads actually. B3: Lost this one too unfortunately.. B4: The stock front
speakers are the same on both cars, Nokias. They last forever Not sure about the rear speakers
as my B3 came with some but they were broken from the sun and so i threw them out and the
B4 came with aftermarket ones which I pulled out myself. The B4's rear speakers are in the
doors, whereas the B3's were on the rear shelf. They both have tweeters stock, but the B4's are
in the doors and a different shape. The B3's are in the rear. The B3 has a headphone jack slot
for the rear listeners to put on if they wish. The B4 does not. Which you can't tell from pictures,
so i won't bother. The B4 is around Inches longer then the B3 and you can notice it from the
outside. So there is also more usable space compared to the B3, this is one of the biggest
differences and best thing about having a B4 I think. The rear seats are also attached to the rear
axle or at least in-line which let you fold them down if need be. This is because the boot is
slightly longer. It makes the B3 look like more of an 80's car and the B4 look more like a late 90's
car. This is the easiest way to tell, unless someone has put the B4 kit on a B3 or vice versa, but
WHY would anyone? B3: B4: I almost forgot the handles above the doors are different too, and
in the B3 the drivers handle is missing. The B4 also has cruise control, whereas the B3 does
not. The color "theme" is different, this obviously changes between cars. All B4's have fog
lights as mentioned before, and they all have rear fog lights a extra brake light that is really
bright - Some have one and some have 2. The fuel tank in the B3 is 75L - This is marked on the
dash. The fuel tank in the B4 is 65L Around that, some say 64 and some say 66 The top speed
on the dask of the B3 is , the top speed on the dash of the B4 is They are both good cars for
handling though, like absolutely perfect I just feel better driving the B3 through corners at
speed. Last edited by Matt-Matt on Wed Feb 26, am; edited 1 time in total. Posted: Tue Feb 25,
pm. Posted: Wed Feb 26, am. Mikes2 wrote:. Posted: Sun Mar 02, am. Audicted Needs to get out
more Joined: Feb 07, Posts: Posted: Sun Mar 02, pm. Couple more things: Tail lights from a B3
will not fit a B4 unless it is an avant , Battery location on 4 cylinder B4s is up against the firewall
just like B3. Only V6 models have the battery up front by the headlight. Also,not a great pic but
as you can see the battery is in a altogether different position. Posted: Wed Mar 05, am. From
NSW, Australia. The battery tray on mine is in the same spot as your B3. Also just one exhaust,
but a large end on it. Mine doesn't have an airbag, but it does have ABS, also weirdly front
power windows only, rears are wind up's. Posted: Wed Mar 05, pm. Audicted wrote:. It's B3 4 cyl
Matt-Matt regarding the tail lights if you look at the top of the rear wing it is straight cut on b3
and angled on b4 so boot lid is different. Matt-Matt wrote:. Sarfraz; Not wanting to be rude, but
how long ago did you pick your Audi up? It's also odd that your rear windows aren't power
windows too, and no airbag.. Must have been options or just present in the 94 model by default.
Nice car however! Looks neater then mine! Posted: Thu Mar 06, am. Sarfraz wrote:. Display
posts from previous:. Oldest First Newest First. General Chit Chat Jokes- let me have them!
Specialists on Audifans. View next topic View previous topic You cannot post new topics in this
forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You
cannot delete your posts in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum You can attach
files in this forum You can download files in this forum. Audi launched the third generation 80
B3 in September Much like the Audi C3 that was introduced in , the car was much more
aerodynamic than its predecessor, the 80 B2, with a drag coefficient as low as 0. The flush
fitting glass and doorhandle were available from launch. The shape much rounder than the
predecessor, with an almost hatch like appearance with the very short boot. The B3 80 could be
ordered with the revolutionary procon-ten safety system, shortly after its introduction in the
Audi Available in front wheel drive and four wheel drive 4WD quattro models with a range of
four cylinder and five cylinder petrol engines. Diesel and Turbo Diesel engines were available in

front wheel drive models only. Transmission options were four and five speed manuals or three
speed automatic, quattros were all manual. The Audi was the North American market model
covering both the 80 and the Audi By this was also known sold as the Audi By the 1. And the
normally aspirated Diesel had grown to 1. The car gained a little weight too slowly over the
years. The lightest car being only kg rising to kg with 4WD. The US market car was a whopping
kg, but it had a 5 cylinder engine after all. Rather strangely for Germany there was a 1. And for
Portugal and Greece a hp fuel injected 1. Also some Austrian 1. Available as a carburettor fed
and fuel injected with catalyst. Same power, just less performace with the catalyst. The
facelifted 80 B3 was very subtle and came near then end of its life. The biggest difference was
the new 80 16V, taking the 2. This took power to hp making it the most powerful of the four
cylinder engines. There was also the Sport with deeper front and rear bumpers and speedline
alloy wheels. Available in 2. Not available in the UK. The same fuel injected engine as the 2. Skip
to content. Latest Articles. What Really Matters? Fuel injected version of the 1. Replaced the 1.
The same fuel injected engine as the 1. Essentially the Audi 90 in the rest of the world. Find
Audi For Sale. Audi 80 B3 The quattro was still available until when the B4 80 quattro was
introduced. Fuel injection with catalyst. Replacing the 1. With fuel injection and catalyst. The
same fuel injected engine as the 16V.. Audi 5 Cylinder Engines. Latest Audi Articles. Images and
information provided by Audi UK. Close Menu. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand
Type. Aftermarket Branded 89 Items Genuine OEM 16 Items Unbranded 3 Items 3. Private Label
2 Items 2. Not Specified Items Aftermarket Products 20 Items Audi 14 Items DEPO 50 Items Hella
21 Items Unbranded 16 Items Placement on Vehicle. Left 88 Items Right 92 Items Front 45 Items
Rear 65 Items Unspecified Length 43 Items Lifetime 3 Items 3. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement
17 Items New 3, Items 3, Used Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All
Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free
International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New Used. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Audi. Enter Year Tell us about
your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Almost gone. Amounts shown in italicized
text are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate
conversions to Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent
exchange rates, please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb
Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Some of the features of the were gone; you could no longer opt to
lock the center differential, for example, since the manual locker had been replaced by a more
sophisticated Torsen unit. You could still opt to engage a rear differential lock, but electronics
overrode that at 15 m. That change was indicative of movement in the marketplace and where
the B3 was aimed â€” slightly more upscale from the B2. Interior quality was greater, safety took
priority, and production was broken into two categories as it had been in Europe for the B2.
Selecting the top-range 90 quattro got you nicer BBS wheels, color matched bumpers and
mirrors, a sportier raised spoiler, a better leather interior and wood trim. The downscale 80
would channel more of the outgoing , with a velour and plastic-heavy interior. They even opted
to keep the same Ronal R8 wheels as the old model early on, and the subtle rear spoiler was a
near copy of the B2. The more basic 80 was closer in performance to the , too â€” the luxury
and safety items of the B3 meant more weight, and the 90 tipped the scales at nearly 3, lbs.
Mechanically identical, the 80 quattro was about a hundred pounds lighter and anyone who has
driven 80s normally aspirated Audis knows that lbs. Motivation for both was the same NG-code
inline-5 that was seen in the last Coupe GT Special Build models, meaning horsepower and lb.
The 80 quattro enjoyed only a short run in the U. Later 80s got some upgrades; body-color
bumpers and BBS wheels primarily, and a clean Alpine White example has turned up for sale.
Today, in fact, I think this base model holds even more appeal. If you really want more
motivation, though, you could swap in an AAN turbo and have a quick sleeper, but honestly a
clean 80 like this? I hope it remains stock. If that stimulus money is burning a hole in your
pocket, this one looks like a good pick up. Your email address will not be published. Notify me
of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
mach 1 forum
2004 pontiac vibe fuse box location
borg warner t10 parts diagram
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Enter your email address: Delivered
by FeedBurner. We re-post public classified advertisements. As a practice we rehost images
and ad copy to preserve the listing for future reference. If you would like additional attribution
for your work, or wish to remove your listing from our site, we are happy to accommodate.

Please email us: germancarsforsaleblog gmail. Please note we do not represent these vehicles
and our opinion on these cars has no guarantee or warranty. We are not responsible for these
items in any way. Estimates on price and values expressed in our posts are solely the opinion
of the writers. Thank you for your understanding. Happy New Year! Brad January 1, at pm. Love
it. Whatever needs to be done, will just have to be waded into, if one wants a rarity. Wojciech
January 1, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
for: Search. Your email will not be sold or spammed, we promise!

